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SCHRODER GALLS FOR Juniors to Have SECOND SEMESTER IN
0. T. C. Camp
JUNIOR PLATOON MEN R.
FULL SWING AS 1119
at It.McClellan
Approximately 60 Men ReENROLLJOR GLASSES
spond to First Call For Drill
on Bowman Field
GAMP BEGINS JUNE 7 ELEVEN NEW CADETS
The Junior Platoon, under the
leadership of Lt. Col. H. J. Schroder
held their first drill of vie year on
Bowman Field Tuesday.
The Platoon will drill consistently from now to the annual spring
inspection.
Besides the usual platoon chosen
from the junior class, theTe will
be crack platoons from both the
sophomore and freshman class, and
these likewise will be led by Col.
Schroder.
Those cadets interested
in special military training, whether or not members of R. O. T. C,
have splendid opportunity this year,
and it is likely that much enthusiasm will be manifested among the
aspirants.
The rising Junior Platoon has
a notable precedent set for them
by last year's group in the form of
a Fourth Corps Area championship,
which the present seniors won
through exhibitions at summer encampment last year in competition
with representatives from elev.en
other military schools.

Junior Class Had
in.
meeting luesaay
Third Year Men Discuss Plans
for Junior-Senior
The Junior Class held an important meeting in chapei Tuesday
night, with O. G. Rawls, class president, presiding.
The most
important business
brought before the third-year men
was relative to favors for JuniorSenior, which is scheduled for the
evening of May 11.
After the question of favors was
debated pro and. con, there was a
discussion regarding the type supper
or banquet desired; following this
some talk of available and desirable
orchestras came
before the
group.

CLEMSON CAGESTERS
ENGAGEJLORIDIANS
Saurians Here Tomorrow for
Two-Game Series with
Tiger Quint
The Clemson basketball team,
fresh from a trip to University of
Georgia and Georgia Tech, meets a
powerful and fast-stepping U. of
Florida five on the local court Friday and Saturday nights.
The Tigers have only recently displayed winning form defeating, Furman, Presbyterian College and Wofford in a row. The first part of
the season was rather disastrous,
the Purple and Gold meeting defeat
at the hands of three Tarheel teams
and two court aggregations frotn
Tennessee.
The Saurians, always a powerful
team, defeated Georgia's Bulldogs
by a large score in Athens, and come
to Tigertown desirous of two wins.
Florida defeated
the Bengals
twice last year, and the local cagers
-will be out for revenge.

Commandant's Office Issues Discontinuance of State Scholarships Causes Slight Drop
Notice Concerning Sumin Enrollment
mer Encampment
The following was recently issued
by the Commandant's Office for the
benefit of those concerned:
Summer Camps this year for the
Advanced R. O. T. C. students in
the Fourth Corps Area will be held
at the following places on the
dates, and for the several branches
indicated:
Infantry at Ft. McClellan, Ala,
C. A. C. at Ft. Barrancas, Fla.
F. A., Bngr. & Sig. Corps at
Fort Benning, Ga.
Calvary at Ft. Oglethorpe, Ga.
All camps will be from June 7
to July 18.
Normally students are sent to
camp in the Corps Area in which
they reside, and for Clemson cadets
the camp will be Fort 'McClellan,
Alabama.
One student, to be selected, will be sent to a Chemical
Warfare Camp, not yet designated.
Mileage is paid at the rate of five
cents per mile from starting point
to camp and from the camp hack
lo starting point. This mileage is
paid immediately upon arrival at
camp, and on the last day of camp
for the return trip. When traveling on mileage cadets may travel
by any method they choose.
Approximately 20 per cent of the
group are trained in Machine Guns
and about 10 per cent in Howitzer
weapons.- At Fort McClellan the
trainees will be organized into a
War-strength battalion of three
rifle companies of three platoons
each, and a Machine Gun and Howitzer Company of five platoons
(three machine gun and two howitzer platoons).
While at the camp trainees will
be paid 70 cents per day. Under
the present law this rate is reduced
15 per cent.

Clemson College launched the
second semester of the 1933-1934
session on Monday, January 2 9,
with regular and day cadets ana
day students in an aggregate enrollment of 1119. This shows a decrease of 8 8 students from last
year's total of 1207, which fall may
be attributed to acute financial conditions and the discontinuance o?
state scholarships.
Eleven new men matriculated as
regular cadets at the beginning of
the last half of the present session,
which number approximately balances the number of discharges
granted during the course of the
first semester, due to ill health,
(Continued on page six)

Taps to Stamp
Seniors Names
In Gold Letters
Editor Wyatt Issues Statement
Regarding Clemson
Yearbook
"The TAPS Staff has decided to
print seniors' names en the cover
of the IS34 TAPS ill gold letters
at no additional cost," stated Charles
D. Wyatt, Editcr-in-Chief of the
yearbook, last night.
This decision was reached by the
staff of the annual after a recent
trip to Atlanta to confer with the
rinters.
Galley proofs have been corrected
and the book will be printed within
the next month.
Copies of TAPS will be delivered
to the Corps of Cadets early in
May.

Collegians Regard With Disdain
Tear Snatching Scenes of Past
. The all-understanding elders of
today regard the average college
stude as an overgrown infant who
wears
Klassy
Kollege
Klothes,
smokes borrowed cigarettes, drinks
anything that emits the odor or
mouthwash, and attends institutions of higher learning for the
sole purpose of sporting racoon
coats and acquiring a vocabulary
that would make a tinge of scarlet mantle the countenance of a
veteran sailor. In fact, to the majority, if we believe them, college
is but a cul-de-sac which has its
only outlet leading to jail or a filling station.
Be that as it may, it is an admitted fact that the aforementioned
mentally deficient young men can
afford to regard with a retrousse
nose ~ "^e^t many of the things
which the older generation pertinaciously held to as the very essence of culture.
Not among the least of these
was the movies (once they emerged from the "cheap and degrad-

ing" category). Vast crowds turned out to see and applaud the doings of
Pearl White, Elmo Lincoln, Bill Desmond, Art Acora,
William S. Hart, and. Ruth Roland. Lillian Lorraine's "The Perils of Pauline" was regarded by
many as an epic. Ah- The good
old days of meller-drammer (the
stuff was mellow all right, but its
ripeness had nothing to do with
drama.)
We
mustn't forget "A Dark
Night in the Park" (don't take
this the wrong way, please; it was
a picture of the life of a knight
of the road).
In this picture, a
sequel to "Sam, the Sioux City
Squealer", the young hero, a stainless youth of 20-odd summers goes
to the bad and tries to crawl the
ladder of success wrong by wrong.
After a career of crime, Samuel
sees that the way of the transgressor is hard, so he goes to the
warden and tells him that "he
'alnt never made but one mistake
(Continued on page six)
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Mid- Winter Dances Prove
Most Spectacular Social
Event of Recent Years
CLEMSON FIGHTERS 'DECORATIONS SUPERD
Resounds with M*iDEFEATJLUE HOSE Fieldhouse
sic of Sammarco and
Tiger Mittmen Triumph Over
Presbyterians by a 5 to 3
Score
After losing a match with South
Carolina only four days ago, the Tiger boxers displayed excellent form,
and defeated. Presbyterian College's
boxing team here last night 5 to 3.
Seigle, P. C.'s 119-pounder, started the excitement
by defeating
Jackie Williams in a close bout.
Both boys could take it, but the
judges decided that iSeigle could
"dish it out" the better of the two.
Following these pugilists came
Altaian and McCaskill in the 129
pound class. After being shaded
for the first two rounds, Altman won
the decision by a whirlwind, finish.
D-awson put up one of the best
exhibitions of boxing of the night
in winning from Clarke, of P. C,
in the 139-pound class, and he
showed the fans how to handle an
opponr-' who had both reael
neight
Mm.
Clems; .
of P. C.
Chocolate" playe
his op]
rat two rounds,
but he opened, up in the last round
and hammered the P. C. lad all over
the ring, winning easily.
In the
159 pound class, Lofton won on forfeit, since P. C. had no man in this
weight.
Bolick of P. C. won from Allen
on a technical knockout in the second round of their 169 pound bout
In the seventh fight, Medlin and
Holiday put up what proved to be
the best fight of the night. Medlin floored Holiday for a count of
seven in the first round, but he came
up fighting and made things interesting for Clemson's 179 pound.
Simms of P. C. won a technical
knockout over Henley, the Tiger
heavy, when the referee stopped the
fight in the second round. The P.
C. man had Henley on the floor several times before the fight ended.

Earl Hines
The clock in the Main building
struck 12 times as the final strains
of Earl Hines' surging syncopation
resounded through the fieldhouse
Saturday night, bringing to a close
one of the most brilliant series of
dances ever held at Clemson.
The Mid-Winters were ushered
in Friday night by the music ot
Gene Samarcco and his Californians.
Some two hundred couples
occupied the floor of the beautifully decorated building arranged as
an immense ball room.
The orchestra pit, recently enlarged, stood modernistically in a
setting of winter scenes, in keeping
with the season motif.
Above the center of the floor
hung a gigantic chandelier, which,
with the aid of a concealed lighting system, disseminated a soft
glow of pastel shades amid the
multi-colored cowm of visiting de'les.
J i
cial

■] i
. • d a speattraction auu her meloci
(Continued on page six)

Banquet Given
By Eagle Scouts
Local Boys Act as Hosts to
Visitors from Greenville

Members of the Eagle Scout Club
of Greenville were the guests of the
local 'Eagle Scouts at a banquet
given in the Clemson banquet room,
Tuesday night, January 30.
The banquet was made possible
through the courtesy of Capt. Harcombe and was in typical "Harcombe" style.
Stanley Ryan, Jr., of Greenville,
acted as toastmaster for the occasion in the absence of Neut Stall,
president of the Greenville club.
Mr. M. T. Boswell, Greenville
Scout Executive, gave a brief history of the club which has been
organized about six months.
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun made a
brief but appropriate talk on the
Flagpole Pivot Man Sinks 18 meaning and position of an Eagle
Points as Davismen DeScout. Dr. Calhoun is actively enfeat Hose
gaged in scouting at Clemson and
is the Chairman of the troop comThe Bengal basketeers took their mitteemen of the Clemson troop.
third victory of the season when
they defeated a small but swift
Presbyterian College five in the
FORMER LIBRARIAN 1)1 BS
fieldhouse last Wednesday, 43 to
21.
Miss Catherine Trescot, »4,
Five minutes of play found Joe
of Pendleton,
librarian
at.
Davis' men leading 6 to 2. They
Clemson from 1005 until 1024,
dropped in three more field throws
died this week.
and six out of seven free tosses to
Miss Trescot was known and
lead 17 to 9 at the halfway mark.
loved by thousands of students
During the second half it was
throughout the state.
easy running for the Purple and
Funeral services were held
Gold and Coach Davis sent in a
at the Pendleton Episcopal
bevy of subs. Every man on the
church Wednesday morning.
bench entered the game.
Rev. Capers Satterlee officiatThe Tigers made 16 baskets out
ed.
of 32 attempts and converted 11
out of 20 charity tosses.

SWAILS LEADS CAGERS <
TO YICTORYOVER P. C.
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Shoot The Show
BY H. S. ASHMORE
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COLLEGIATE PRESS

BY J. METZ
FRIDAY—"CONVENTION CITY"
/
As you run your eye down the
THE JOHNSONIAN
issue of THE HORNET, the Fur'HE BOARS FOB CLEMSON"
cast of this one you won't believe
man cagers were called "Dervishthat it's not a musical. All the usThe library has a most peculiar ers".
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the
We though perhaps they
ual crowd, including Adolfe Menjou, way of marking books. I looked
college session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
were trying to get ritzy, but the
Dick Powell, Guy KibDee, Frank through the T's for Mark Twain,
question arose, "What is a DerEntered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Col- McHugh, Joan Blondell, Mary Astor, and the girl at the desk finally
vish?" We were ignorant on that
and Patricia Ellis are right on the told me to look in the C's foi
lege, South Carolina.
subject, so we consulted the old
spot but somehow
or other they Clemens. Another time I searched
reliable dictionary, and this is what
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
don't sing.
The action is built the H's for O. Henry and found his
we found: "Dervish.—A MohammeMember Intercollegiate Press
around a sort of Grand Hotel theme, books quite by accident in the P*b
dan mendicant friar; a Moslem fashowing the various characters at with Porter.
I fail to see the natic of upper Egypt". That's the
a large salesman's convention in point at all. I do see why De La
first time we have heard them called
Atlantic City, all trying , to get a Field is marked De La Pasture, alEDITORIAL STAFF
that.
"snatch" with the president and thv- though I think it is very poor pun.
G. CHAPLl'N
Editor-in-Chief
sales management that goes with it.
THE HIGHLAND ECHO
■K. \V. ACKIS
Associate Editor
Dick Powell beats the field by marTHE CRIMSON-WHITE
(i. G. RAWLS'
■'•••—:
Associate Editor
rying the bosses' daughter (Patricia
The amount of heat that the
S. D. SMART
■
--'. '•-■.i~i :
Athletic Editor
iiillis). Very entertaining comedy
Approximately 35 tons) of coal Sahara Desert absorbs from tlie
,:
T;S. STRANGE
■ 'Y. M. C. A. Editor
with exceptionally good perform- are consumed every day at the
sun each day is about the same as
ances by Adolfe Menjou as the crack Massachusetts Institute of Tech- could be obtained by burning ef"']. ■MEi'Z "..'....-Exchange Editor
salesman and Joan Blondell as the nology, and 80 gallons of water ficiently six billion tons of coal.
C. Hi H'OLLIS
■News Editor
lay of easy virtue. Hugh Herbert, per man is used daily. The InstiJ C. BURTON
,-.-■Asst. News-Editor
however, with his drunken stagger- tute has 1000 employees for 3600
THE MERCER CLUSTER
B. Qi PRICE
•
•
Asst. News Editor
ings, very nearly steals the show. students.
:
AssL News Editor
>i«3>- K. FARMER; —;
Watch for the
scene outside the
The story of an Alaskan youth
door of iMenjou's suite wnich shows
THE HORNET
who travelled 1700 miles from SitStaff Reporters
Herberts vain efforts to get in and
ka in a 16 foot dory in order to
" '
To be announced at a later date
the speech he makes in the final seWe always thought that Furman attend school at the University of
quence.
teams were known as the Hurri- Oregon, rather puts to shame the
BUSINESS STAFF
cane, which, by way of definition, tales of our granfathers who boastSATURDAY—"BEDSIDE"
>>:&: C. WARREN
•
Business Manager
Again Warren William turns in means "A violent storm, with high ed of traveling 20 miles for an edHowever, in the latest ucation in the good old days.
Business Associates
one of his finished dramatic roles. wind".
These periodic characterizations that
To be announced at a later date
William dearly loves to pull off are
excellent and I am fond of watching
CIRCULATION STAFF
him tear out his hair but somehow
' k'.' W. MeGEE
Circulation Manager
his comedy roles appeal to me more.
C. C. GIBSON
Asst. Circulation Manager
If you are a William fan you will
PLEDGE
the guard room and the window
like this picture. It gives him an
Circulation Associates
We solemnly swear, with right would be replaced, in time for him
amazing opportunity to work out
To be announced at a later date
hand, placed revently on the I. D. R. to-repeat the process. This worked
the life of a fake surgeon who gains
that as long as the present writer well and everybody was happy exprominence through publicity. He
continues to grind out this column cept the old lady, who spent most
gets caught in several jams and
no mention, written or intimated, of his mornings plucking dew-soaknearly murders two or three people
will he made of the dog, Dynamite, ed shoes out of the mounting heap
by performing operations he knows
or any of her offsprings.
of broken glass under the window.
nothing about. ^Bn the end he saves,
Then one night the lad decided, to
the heroine (Jean Muir). You might
ABOUT OSCAR
open the transom because it was
"THE OLD ORDER CHANGETH"
remember her from "The World
We note that Mr. Chaplin has raining outside. The shoe, insteaa
"The
old
order
changeth.
.
.
".
With
this
issue
of
THE
;
changes") by sacrificing his own
TIGER a new staff assumes charge of the publication and reputation, and everyone is quite installed a new Oscar upon these of following its intended course
hallowed pages. The blight is upon and landing with a hearty crash
becomes for the next school year quasi-members of the happy. Good performance by Allen us and no man knows but what his upon the floor of the hall, fell with
Jenkins as the press agent.
Also
Fourth Estate.
best fiend is the dog-in-the-man- a dull thud upon the head of a
Katherine Sergava, the new RusEngineering, Agriculture, Textiles, Chemistry, and simiger. Oscar creeps about under the passing officer. The lad gets up
sian find, makes her debut in tnis
cover of darkness and a fictitious to open his windows now.
lar courses are not particularly conducive to newspaper work,
picture.
name, carrying on his nefarious
•and consequently the tendency toward journalism in a techMONDAY—"EIGHT GIRLS
business with a smirk upon his lips
nical school is relatively small.
BACK TO SPARTANBURG
IN A BOAT"
and a funeral dirge sounding in his
At Clemson, primarily an A, & M. college, we have no
A morbid thing, concerning the soul. While this column doesn't go
The R. O. T. C. upon the unschool of journalism; and members of the incoming staff can adventures of a misled lady in a in for dirt-slinging in a big way, iform insignia is beginning to take
truthfully be termed neophytes as far as theoretical know- girl's school which has all the ap- we feel that we must correct Oscar on its old meaning of Run Over to
ledge along newspaper channels is concerned, since we shall pearances of a nunnery, but said to on one little pgint. If you'll glance Converse again. Back at the first
have to rely solely on the experience gotten from actual con- be one of the best pictures of the over at his column you'll see that of the mating season Brenau had
year.
Magnificent acting in parts he makes a remark about Hacks quite a lead over the competing intact With the paper.
but tends to leave a rather unpleas- Latimer.. Assistant S-l, breaking out stitutions, and Converse gals were
THE TIGER is no oracle. We shall accomplish our aim ant taste in your mouth, perhaps
in a rash over Little Jo Terrill, the a rarity at the dances. At the Midif we can, with no display of grandiloquence, give an accurate stressing realism a bit too strongly. pride of old Kentucky, just lately. winters, however, the Converse delweekly relation of the happenings on the Clemson campus. The cast for this picture is com- As a matter of fact, Hacks has been egation was the largest, with WinWith no thought of reciprocity in mind, for the verbal posed entirely of unknowns except touring down to Brenau with start- throp, Lander, Anderson, and even
bouquets tossed our way in last week's issue by Mr. Leverette, for Walter Connoly, who can always ling frequency since the first of G. W. C, leading Georgia's entry.
the ex-editor, and his assistants, we wish to compliment the be depended on for an excellent school. When Johnny Boesch was On weekends too, the trend la
old staff on the many improvements which they made during characterization. He plays the Airing all net up over "the Grecian God- definitely northward and people are
girl's father in this work. Featur- cess" there was considerable bet- getting stuck with an increasing
their tenure of office; if we who have stepped into their ing Dorothy Wilson, Douglas Mont- ting between the freshmen on their number of Clemson men at those
boots can do as well we shall feel amply repayed for the gomery, Kay Johnson, and a lot of respective companies as to which of Converse female-break dances. And
expenditure of our time and effort during the next nine other people you never heard of.
them got the most letters from a among those with a heart interest
school months.
Gainesville postoffice. And all ■ the over the way are numbered many
TUESDAY—"CROSS COUNTRY
times Jo came up to have a friend- distinguished sons of C .A. C, inCRUISE"
ly visit with Lib Bradley, she real- cluding Messrs. Leland Slade (PerNearly all the action here takes
THE C. D. A.
ly wanted to see our little captain. cy Laird, Aiken). Wheeler Thackplace
on a transcontinental bus.
The Central Dance Association is to be complimented on
You'll want to be more accurate ston (Louise Jordan, Greenville),
the manner in which they "put over" the recent trio of Mid- Starting in New York with Lew in the future, Oscar, and remem- Frankie Schirmer (Lib Lucas, of
Ayres boarding the bus to follow
Winter dances. The multitude that crowded the enormous June Knight, who is eloping with ber, dust out the keyhole before Greenville) and Mule Yarborough
(Annelle Donkle, Greenville). The
fieldhouse floor to capacity at all three affairs expressed the Alan Dinehart, we proceed at sixty you look through it.
Brenau femmes seemed to be doopinion that the orchestra which played for the Saturday miles an hour until we get to Dening quite well for themselves at
EFFICIENCY EXPERT
dances was the best in the history of social life at Clemston. ver. On the trip, however, Alice
the
dances but one could not help
Over in lower barracks there reThe Mid-Winters proved that the cadets appreciate good White, right at home as a chorus sides a youth who absolutely hates tut notice the rather conspicuous
orchestration and are willing to cooperate with the C. D. A. girl on the make, has all but mar- to expend any extra energy in the absence of the Misses McGahee ana
ried all the male passengers, and
Mandalou, from the ranks of Lib
in getting it.
Dinehart has produced a wife, fling- course of the day's moving about.
Bradley's merry crew.
ing June into Lew's arms. In Den- At night he retires immediately after
long
roll
and
reads
cultural
JUNIOR CLASS MEETING
ver Alan kills his wife and hides
EDITOR'S NOTE
Tuesday night a Junior class meeting was called for the the body in a department store, of magazines, like Breezy Stories, p.;.
When he feels the drug ofjKorpurpose of discussing the forthcoming Junior-Senior. Out of all places, and when he discover pheus pulling at hisegfctfds, he
All criticisms, suggestions, rasp209 members of the Corps who wear the "3" on their collars the police are after him (by this finds it exceedingly jfTrficult to get berries and other contributions may
time the bus is somewhere in Nebe mailed to THE TALK OF THE
some 50 responded.
vada), he tries to place the hlame up and open the Window. So, he
.
If this were the first time such a thing happened it oh .June. Lew. fixes everything up. worked out a sys/em. - He would TOWN, THE TIGER, or may- be
would5 4) e 'well' to'drop the subject. But it- seems to~be the and, aside from-the fact th%t.the,bus simply .pick up. a/shoe (be longing handed in at THE TIGER office.
We refuse-- to open ' any suspicious
:
wrecks,., everything; conges. aut^weU. to his. .old lady), /nd gently -.toss, it poking packages"-that'-;tiek;, so'don't;
rule^r'^trier'than thei "exception. :'-.' *: ■" :
''
through,a
pane
ff..-.glass;,
,the
next
T;
f Certainly, a 25 per cent attendance at'an important"class, "jjjtigene Pal.letJt$.,an$ gfg^s^S?16*"
morning he wouM leave a note at bother to send them.
mooting., is -n-&t -at -ail indicative-iof the proper" class" spirit/ ta" furnish the comedy.
■■<■:,-.:■

■

■

TALK OF THE TOWN
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times, that they are" thinking of
makijng^'him an honorary I member.

FREE-THROW CONTEST
FOR NEWMAN TROPHY

--that'it is getting to be a habit
with certain Anderson girls to visit
the
guardroom
every
Saturday
morning and ask for Johnny Avinger and Dilly Barnes. •

"If you can loop them in from
the free-throw line on the court,
now is the time to get in shape foithe Free-Throw Contest and win
the Newman Trophy", says Fred
Kirchner, Y athletic director. Competition in this popular intramural
event will begin Monday, February
19.

—that Prof. Tate wanted to wear
a black band when Will Rogers'
famous "Blue Boy" died but that
he took up golf seriously instead.

PROF, WARE SPEAKS VESPER AUDIENCE HEAR "Top" Newman, the son of Prof.
C. C. Newman, a Clemson graduate
TO SENIOR COUNCIL ANDERSON SCHOOLMAN and.
former Clemson athlete, is the
The Senior Council held its meeting Friday evening, February 2, in
the clubroom.
Prof. R. E. Ware
gave an interesting talk, "Sex ana
Its Problems".
Members of the
council were then allowed to ask
questions related to the general
topic, the answers to which constituted the major part of Prof.
"Ware's discussion.

--that Frank Schirmer, was the
first to ask the new editor what
his price is to keep his name and
__that everybody knows Joe Sher- his doings out of THE TIGER.
donor of this beautiful little trophy, man originated this column last
a figure of a basketball player in year and created quite a "stink" --that John Heinemann, by misbut that 'finding out who is writing take of course, handed in a few
the act of shooting a foul shot.
it this year will be a job to devote pages of small print with one of
J. W. Davis, a senior last year the rest of your spare time to.
his exam papers.
and a member of the varsity basketball team, was the winner In --that as last year Oscar will tell —that an Alice Davis, unknown
the first contest.
Marchant Cot- all he sees and knows and some hereabouts, had an endorsed check
tingham was the runner-up to Dav- that he just imagines.
trying to have it cashed and believe
is. Murray Wood and Louis Barit or not that the names on the
bare were a close second and third — that you have no reason to 'Com- back were Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun
respectively to Cottingham.
Davis plain of mail being stolen from and Bill Lippincott.
shot 37 out of a possible 40 to win your box at the P. O. but that the
first place.
night watchman at the main build- —that Joe Davis still tells about
This year a contestant will be ing has the real kick coming. Ac- the time he took a dame to a
cording to him some low-down so- dance and found that she just loved
required' to shoot 60 shots, these
and-so
opened his box, took eight to go to dances in tennis shoes.
being in three series of requirements. *■ The first requirement will pages of funnies from the Charlotte Observer and then put ' the —that a new case broke out at the
be to shoot 20 shots in succession,
paper back.
last dance that nobody seemed to
The second requirement will be to
know
anything about and that the
shoot 20. shots, by fives, alternating
—that George Chaplin, new editor principals are Haxall Latimer and
with another contestant. The third
Of this weekly attempt, had rather Jo Terrell, of Corbin, Ky., and
requirehient is to shoot:.20 snots by
see
his name in print than get four that Ted Simons calls the two
twos, moving out of position and
cents off of a pack of gum.
"Little Importants".
back .in to position after every two

Dr. E. C McCants, superintendent of the Anderson City Schools,
gave a very interesting And challenging talk at Vesper Services at
the Y Sunday evening.
As the
speaker said himself, he had no
specific topic about which to discuss.
The main thought ■of hib
speech, however, centered around
"Sidelights of Christianity's .Origin".
In his speech, he enumerated
many incidents concerning' the actions of the early Christian leaders.
He also discussed the threfc
temptations of Jesus, and .the significance of each in regard to their
Match Play to Decide Intra- influence
upon
the present-day
Christian world. Wade Perry, presmural Champions Begins
ident of the Y. M. C. A-, dismissed
February 19
the services for the evening with a
The Y. M. .C. A. gym is a veri- prayer.
table bee-hive of activity every afternoon and night as the company
basketball teams prepares for the
shots.
Championship Intramural BasketAn effort -is made to put as
ball Tournament scheduled to begin
much
of the competitive spirit and
.February 19.
'actual game: element into the conWhen the first whistle of the
itest as possible.
The series of
tournament sounds, each team will
On last Tuesday evening at the five shots gives competition witn
have played 12 practice games at Y, the Junior Council Joined the
another contestant, and. the series
regular scheduled times.
These Sophomore Council in their regular
of two shots gives some of the
games are being played in eight- weekly meeting. Mr. Soy Cooper,
game element, as a player seldom
minute quarters, since this seems leader of the Junior Council, gave
gets to shoot over two free shots
to be most satisfactory for intra- a very helpful talk in which he
in succession during a game.
jnural competition.
Most of the stressed a rigid abstinence from
teams are in good condition, hav- those things that tend fto destroy
The 16 highest scorers of the
ing played a series of games be- the finer ideals of life, advocating first round will be chosen to comfore the Christmas holidays, and instead, an aggressive persuit of pete in the second round.
The
upon returning to school, have re- those traits of character wWch con- eight highest of these 16 secondsumed play for the latter half of stitute a temperate Christian life. round competitors will shoot in the
the league.
Plans for a social were then dis- third round. This process of elimiThe company basketball team cussed by the sophomores, after nation will continue until the winwinning the Championship Intra- which the meeting was closed by ner of the contest is picked.
jnural Basketball Tournament will Mr. Cooper's prayer.
officially be declared the "Intramulal Championship Team" for this
season. In order for a player to
compete in the tournament, he
Excerpts from THE TIGER, Feb. 7,
must have played in a minimum of
The Freshman Council met Mon1928
50;,per cent of ,the practice games
day evening, January 29, at the j (After a 25-18 victory over Furplayed 'by his team. Members o£
Y. Various topics of general inman basketeers)'
the winning team will be awarded
terest were debated fay the memSome of the Furman team rebasketball charms, or some other
bers.
It was decided that the turned to Greenville last week with
suitable award.
booklet "Jesus and His Cause" the story that Clemson put them
H Company is the leading team would be used as a gaide for the
in the practice; league with a re- future discussions. Mr. Itoy Coop- into a 'barn with no lights over
cord of eight victories and no de- er closed the meeting with a pray- here and thereby licked them. Too
bad that the Hurricaneers can't apfeats.
This team is composed of er.
preciate
some of the difficulties inDick Vaughn, captain and guard;
volved in the erection of an upSimpson, center; Davis, Price, and
„to-date gymnasium.
This incident
McPeters, guards; Huff, Cochran,
brings to mind the fact that Pur.and Parks, forwards.
man lias occupied her new gym
L Company is a close second to
only this season.
H Company with seven wins and.
■one loss, having suffered that in
Auburn, Furman, and Georgethe hands of H Company in a close,
The Clemson College Dairy Club town, all in the space of five short
.hard-fought game.
The following held an interesting meeting Thursdays.
That achievement by Capplayers are on the L Company out- day night, February 1, in the Dairy tain Day and his Tiger basketeers
fit: Bob Wells, captain, and Pat- Husbandry classroom. Rev. Capers should go down on the ledger as
terson, Little, Baxter, Thackston, Satterlee, rector of the Episcopal a record. It is a feat of which any
Perez, and Mahon.
Church of Clemson College, gave a team might be proud, and with
most vivid description of the island deep sincerity we bestow upon these
The standing of the teams thru
of Haiti.
In his talk, he enum- warriors the time-honored olive
Friday, February 2, is as follows:
erated the many experiences thai ehaplet.
Won
Loss Percentage he had while on this island of the
Team
S
0
1000
Caribbean Sea.
Young .Stribling, a lightweight of
H
1
875
7
He said, "The people there can- Macon, continues to knock all comL
2
750
6
not exist with peaceful terms among ers for a loop. Stribling has never
F
4
500
4
themselves.
They are stimulating lost a bout. He is a regular on the
Hand
4
500
4
unfriendly relationships among oth- Lanier High School team and is the
B
500
4
4
I
er people."
best student in his class. All of
500
4
4
"The beauty of this island lies in which goes to prove that all pugs
G
375
• 5
the fact that it possesses such beau- are not rough-necks.
3
M
375
5
tiful mountains, and has gorgeous
3
A
250
6
Clemson was represented at- the
2
sunsets," the speaker added.
E
7
125
1
Delicious Refreshments were then first conference of the Southern
C
125
7
K
1
served, after, which the meeting Federation of College Students by
000
F. M. Zeigler and H .A. Woodle.
. . . 0
S
adjourned.
D

H COMPANY LEADS IN
PRACTICE TOURNAMENT

CLASS COUNCILS HOLD
JOINT MEETING AT Y

FROSH COUNCIL MEETS

SATTERLEE TALKS TO
DAIRY CLUB ON HAITI

-that among ths professors
seem to delight in keeping
classes after the bell rings
Holmes, Ayers, Bradley, Lane,
lor, Mills, Daniel, Anderson,
and—Aw, look 'em up in the
logue.

who
their
are:
TayLee
cata-

__that Ted Simons' stepped into it
when he gave Va. that little dawg
they are calling "Tarzie" and that
Ted has to air the purp out every
day now.

that David Ellerbe is just before
having a mental breakdown because
_ .That Lamba Delta has another he bruised his heel doing a snappy
Monte Carlo club this year. Holtzy about face for the Col. the other
has walked in on the boys so many day.

"WHEN A FELLER
NEEDS A FRIEND"

IN THEJIM PAST

There's genial sunshine and comfort in
BRIGGS Pipe Mixture ... the delightful
new tobacco that is winning smokers everywhere. Mellowed in the wood for years,
until it's biteless, mild, and rare in flavor!
Try a tin of BRIGGS and let it talk in
your pipe instead of in print.
KEPT FACTORY FRESH
»,,'
by inner lining of
CELLOPHANE

J5
O F. Lorillard Co., Inc.

PAGJMpOUR

INDUSTRIAL EDS TO
CONOUCTNIGHT STUDY
Twenty Classes to Be Held in
Aaderson For Mechanics
Seniors at Clemson majoring in
Industrial Education will conduct
instruction classes in Anderson lor
carpenters, brick masons, painters,
and master mechanics two nights
a week for the next ten weeks.
These classes will be conducted by

THE TIGER
the Seniors under the supervision
of Professors H. S. Tate and J. L.
Brock.
The classes were organized last
Tuesday night when Dean Wasnington of The Vocational Educational
school, Professors Tate and Brock,
and Mr. R. L. Booker met with the
carpenters in Anderson.
Plans ot
the classes were presented and received enthusiastically by the Anderson tradesmen. Prof. McCants,
superintendent of the Anderson city
schools, and Mr. A. N. Green cooperated in every way possible ana
offered (Market Street school to

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8,

conduct the classes in.
f.
Classes will begin February 8 and
will continue for 10 weeks. Courses will be offered in blue print
reading, applied mathematics for
carpenters, and slide rule calculaWalls
tions for the master mechanics.

taken out.
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The four walls of the

are almost completed
WORK GOING FORWARD gymnasium
and the roof will probably be built
ON NEWJUILDINGS thisIt week.
is not known when the completion of tbis group of buildings

of Gymnasium to Be will be, but the gymnasium and
Completed in Near Future
the basement of the administration

LAURENS ALUMNI CLUB
The Laurens Chapter of Clemson
Alumni clubs met January 22. Mr.
C. P. Roper, president, presided
over the meeting. It was planned
to hold a joint meeting with the
Ware Shoals chapter in the near
future.

Work has been rapidly going
forward on the Physical Educational buildings since Christmas.
The main floor of the administration building has been laid and
the basement floor will be laid this
week as soon as the forms are

building will be completed by the
first of April.
At least 25 per cent of the elementary teachers of our nation
are half-educated persons.—H. L.
Donovan, President of Kentucky
State Teachers College.

->♦
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'he Cream of the Crop &*
The tenderest, mildest, smoothest tobacco"

NOT the bottom leaves—they're inferior
in quality—coarse and always sandyl

THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

8,
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CLEMSON FIGHTERS

SPORT SLANTS

SPRING PRACTICE
With almost two weeks of
dummy
tackling,
blocking,
heavy exercises, and fundamentals behind them, forty-odd
Tiger gridmen are about ready
to pass the primary stages ol
spring football and begin the
heavier work. And if enthusiasm among the cadets means
anything, this should be one
of the most beneficial spring
football sessions ever held in
Tigeitown. They're all eager
and rarin' to go, and boy, they
can take it, as well as dish it
out.
Coaches Neely, Howard,
Ramsey, and Horner have been
keeping them busy with plenty
of work, but they always come
baek for more.

I

SMART
uons, the same cadets saw a fighting Tiger basketball five bow to a
Southern Conference Championship
Gamecock quintet.
And Saturday
night at Columbia, a few cadets saw
another Purple and Gold team go
down in defeat before another Garnet and Black aggregation.
This
time it was Bob Jones' pugilists
who tasted defeat , at the hands of
the Carolina leatherpushers.
We
didn't see the. engagement, hut we
KNOW that the local leather-slhigers went down fighting, giving all
they had, and that's all that matters to us.
SWIMMING TEA3I
Clemson's swimming team,
last year's State Champs, has
organized again this year and
is ready to go to town. The
team is made up of the boys,
who bore their own expenses
last year and ended the season
with a State swimming championship tucked safely away in
Tiger Town. This year Coach
Neely has arranged for the team
to get a contribution from the
Athletic Association to help defray expenses, and the boys
aren't going to be satisfied with
anything less than another Palmetto cup in their efforts to
show their appreciation of
Coach Neely's help.
If they
show the fight and determination in their meets that they
have shown in getting a swimming team reorganized here
they'll be hard to beat. WATCH

CLEMSON CAGESTERS
DEFEAT WOFFORD FIVE
.Bengals Sink Three Long Shots
in Closing Minutes to Nose
Out Terriers
Last Friday the Clemson cagers
took a trip to Wofford and barely
nosed out a powerful Terrier outfit, making three baskets in as
many minutes to come out of the
fracas with the long end of a 32
to 2 9 score.
The boys from Spartanburg gained a 3 4 to 25 victory over the
hardwood squad from Clemson several weeks ago, and consequently
both started the game with a rush,
the Tiger five desiring revenge for
their recent loss, and the Wofford
quint out for a second win.
The score stood 5-all when six
minuLes showed on the timer's
watch, and then the Tigers took
the ball and were content to keep
it in their possession for the majority of the first period.
The
score at the half stood 19 to 12,
in favor of the visiting team.
Wofford pulled a rapid comeback
act in the opening minutes of the
final period, pulled up on a level
with their opponents, and then took
the lead 2 9 to 26.
Three minutes of play were left.
Dobson let one fly through the basket, The score stood 29 to 28, the
Terriers still in the b5ad, and the
timekeeper held, up two fingers.
Two minutes remained. Spearman
took the tip-off from Swails, and
then whipped the ball right back
Into the tall boy's hands. Swails

'Bid!

COACH HEINN1E
"Who is that new coach?" Someone was heard to ask during a
practice session one day this week.
He was informed quickly by a
cadet standing close by that it was
■"Skeet" Horner, who has recently
been added to the Tiger coaching
staff.
"No, not him. The squatty one
over there with Coach Howard",
asked the questioner.
"Oh, him?. That's 'Squash' Heinliemann, our last season's football
captain. He's assisting Coach Howard with t'ne linemen, and he's
<ioing a good job of it."
Yep, he was correct, because
■"Heinnie" has been laboring with
the boys daily and. giving them tips
that will help them in their quest
for football lame, if they will put
themselves into the game as he
lias during his stay here at Clemscn.
And now his name will be
linked with that of J. Craig and
Charlie Moss when student coaches
are being discussed in and around
Bengalville.
CRAIG'S FROSH
You who haven't seen Coaeli
Oaig's New Boys in action amble over to the field house Saturday' night and gaze upon the
Cub quintet as they display
their wares. . These boys play
Furmlan freshmen here then in
their last home game, and yon
can bet it will be a good one.
So far this season the attendence at the freshmen games
has been poor, so let's turn out
Saturday night and help them
beat the Furmlan frosh. .Remember the Rat football team
swamned Furman's Little Wind
and started their first year oft
right, and so let's help the Cub
basketeers keep in step.
BINGSTERS LOSE
Early this school year, the Corps
of Cadets and hundreds of other
Clemson supporters saw a scrapping
Tiger football team go down before a heavier Carolina eleven at
Columbia.
Just before examina-

TIGER FIVE MEET

SPORTS

DECISION BLUE HOSE

BY S. D.
In stepping up to take over the
reins as Athletic Editor which have
been handed down by Joe Sherman,
former Sports Editor and Associated
Press Correspondent, I am cognizant .of the fact that all of my
views and comments which will appear in this column will not meet
wit happrova-1 on all sides.
But
if any of the readers who have the.
welfare of the college publication
at heart a:pp displeased with the
sport briefs which will . appear in
it for the next nine months and
have any constructive suggestions
to make for the amelioration of
THE TIGER, their wishes will be
given proper consideration if put
in writing and addressed to the
editor of this column.

PAGE FIVE

BASKETBALL. TEAM
Coach
Davis'
boys recently
showed the cadets and Tiger supporters that they can win basketball games when they're "at themselves" by bumping off Furman, P.
C, and Wofford in a row. In defeating these rivals, the Purple
and Gold clad boys played a brand
of basketball that was good to look
at, but they still haven't shown us
the kind of passing, floor work, and
shooting that made Duke, W. C
State, North Carolina, Tennessee,
and Vanderbilt step to stay ahead
of them. So in the remaining home
games, let's hope that the Bengals
will show us how they can handle
a big team and come out with the
long end of the score.

SUMMARY:

U-S.C. FIGHTS

Bantamweight: Taylor, Carolina,
won decision over G. Henley.
Featherweignt:
Hill,
Carolina,
won decision over Altman.
Lightweight:
Rivers,
Carolina,
won uecision over Dawson.
Welterweight: Humphlett, Carolina, and Fudge, Clemson, fougnt
to a draw.
Junior middleweight: Medlin, ot
Clemson, won decision over Griffith.
'Middleweight:, Willard, Carolina,
won decision over Allan.
Light heavyweight: Wolf,. Carolina, knocked out Kissam after. 20
seconds, of second round.
Heavyweight: Forfeited to Clemson.
,-.,,,crouched. Swish, two points. The
score was 30 to 29. A Wofford
man fouled Spearman, and the Anderson boy
missed, both shots.
Shore reciprocated with a faul, and
the Wofford man missed his charity throw. 'Some Tiger snatched the
sphere, snapped it up the court to
Spearman, and with ten seconds to
go he let it fly through the iron to
cinch the contest.
Bill Dillard, Tiger forward, and
Mooneyham, Wofford center, had
to leave the floor when their heads
crashed, together in the last minutes of the game. Before he left,
however, Mooneyham accounted for
15 points to lead the scoring. Dillard was not far behind with 10
counters to his credit.
Coach Davis used ten men in the
contets, and these cagers accounted
for 13 baskets out of 22 shots.
Their record on foul shooting was
6 out of 12 attempts.

U.S. C.BOXERS TRIUMPH
OVER TIGER RINOMEN
Medlin Only Clemson Pug to
Win Decision Over Birds
in Columbia
Clemson's pugilistic hopes received their initial set-back of the season Saturday night when the University of South Carolina leatherpushers fought they way to a 5 1/2
to 2 1/2 decision in a series of
bouts which took place in the
Carolina field house in Columbia.
Both teams brought undefeated
records into this fray, the outcome
of which virtually decided the state
boxing championship. Carolina took
£.n early lead by sweeping the first
three encounters in the lighter
weight divisions.
Medlin, Clemson junior middleweight, won an
impressive decision over Griffith, of
the Gamecocks, in the Tigers' only
actual victory of the evening. Thb
only draw came as Fudge of Clemson battled, his Carolina opponent
to a deadlock.
Clemson's. other
victory came in the heavyweight
bout, which Carolina was forced to
forfeit because they lacked the services of a contender in that class.
Dick Allen put on a great fight
for Clemson, but he was ultimately
defeated by Willard, Southern Conference
middleweight
champion.
Dawson, Clemson's lightweight, battled brilliantly, but lost by decision
to Rivers of Carolina in an unusually close engagement.
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NICE ASSORTMENT OF

Craigmen Continue Winning
Spree by Downing Greer
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TIGER FROSH DEFEAT f
GREER HIGH 38 TO 26 f
tt
T

Coach J. Craig's fast stepping
freshman quint continued its winning spree here Wednesday night
and defeated a well-balanced. Greer
High team 38 to 26.
The Cubs
easily had the best five on the floor,
but the visitors proved to be one
of the strongest competitors met by
the Baby Bengals this season.
The freshmen started the scoring early in the first period, while
the high school lads were trying
to get their bearings on the large
court. Later they seemed to find
themselves and the basket simultaneously, and they made the Cubs
extend themselves to keep tht.
score from being closer.
The whole freshmen team looked
good,. Wall, Welters, Bryce, Jackson .and LaW'ton presented no outSta'lrdirtg star,"■'but. their team-work
.XQeptjohally 'good. For Greer,
Cabfire'Si;" played a brilliant game
as floor man and as a scoring
threat. He scored over half of his
team's points and kept them in the
running throughout the encounter.

FLORIDA TOMORROW
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Valentine Candy
Agents for Crosley Radios
$19.95 and Up

X. Q. Q)TZavlin

3zuf
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ompanUj cine

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STOKE
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PAGE SIX

THE TIGER

THE GOOD OLD DAYS

DANCES ARE SUPERB

(Continued from page one)

(Continued from page one)

and when he done that, he taken
it back." The warden, (who once
had a son that resembled our hero;
unlocks his handcuffs, gives him
a green checkered suit and bids
him farewell.

voice fitted in excellently with the
futuristic surroundings.
Earl Hines and his famous orchestra from Chicago arrived in
racoon coats and black derbys jusi
in time for the Saturday tea dance
This afternoon affair was more or
a concert than a terpsichorean
event since the first notes of th*>
chocolate musicians changed those
present from dancers into spectators. Hines rendered popular music which held all spellbound foithe entire two hours of the dance.
The week-end was brought to a
brilliant close Saturday night witn
the biggest dance of the trio.
Against the gorgeous background
of soft lights and beautiful women
Hines and his band put away their
sheet music and sent out a tapes-

Samuel, blith as a lark
(they
always got out of jail in the spring
in those days) wends his way
through the park,
finds a green
bench under a green tree, sits
down on it and goes to sleep.
During his sojourn in the arms
of Morpheus our valorous lad
dreams of the long ago when he
and Molly—he feels a kiss on his
lips and jumps up with a start.
Before him stands a beautiful vision. He pinches her. She is real.
In fact she is Molly.
The two go through with tne
act of espousing and in six years
Samuel has raised six children and
six hundred and six dollars witn
which to pay off the mortgage
Squire Simon Hardhart, a villain
with handlebar mustachios, holds
on Aunt Sue's forty acres( and a
mule) out in Illinois.
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try of rhythm that had deep in it
the tom-tom of the African forests.
Not since Garber in '3 0 was sucn
melody offered to a Clemson gathering. The 13 pieces of the Chicago band, aided by three vocalists,
kept comments of admiration running throughout the dance.
As in the afternoon, dancing was
forgotten several times.
Especially was this so when a dusky torch
singer, constructed on general Mae
West lines, vocalized the "Saint
Louis Blues" and "Dinah" in a way
that will echo through the ears of
her listeners for months to come.
Every member of the orchestra
tried to outdo himself in an effort
to offer the best music attainable
for the gratification of those on
the floor. Each succeeded and as
the pulsing notes of "Deep Forest",
the theme song, swept through the
fieldhouse murmurs of regret were
heard from every side.
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$1.65 PENNANTS—NOW $1.15

Then everyone
leaves
smiling
through their tears as the haltdrunk violinist feebly fiddles Tosti's "Goodbye".
On All Buckskin Articles Until February 14
Such, my friends, was cultural
Wallets, Diarys, Bridge Sets, Etc.
entertainment in the days when
the speed limit was six miles per
See FARNUM GRAY Room 343
hour, and the most pleasant distance between two points (accorc
ing to Lillian Russell) was a
curved line.
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REDUCTION

WANTED
1913 AND 1914 "TAPS"

Bi

NEW SAMPLES OF SPRING CLOTHES
HAVE ARRIVED.
Prices from $22.50
A GREAT SPORT SEASON IS AT HAND.
I Am in Position to Take Care of Your Sport Coats
and Flannel Trousers.
Special Made-to-Measure Suits and Tuxedos.
WHITE SHOES—I have them—more coming.
SEE

HOKE SLOAN
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have been outstanding in their work.
during the first semester of this
session and the second semester ot~
> Continued from page one)
last year will be announced in &
failures, etc. The total departures future issue of THE TIGER, in.
with
the customary
from college this year have not accordance
exceeded the usual small numbei Scholarship Day.
of previous years.
Exact statistics regarding the
number of failures and a statement of the general scholastic attainments of the college are not yet
available, since the semi-annual re~
BENSON M. JONES, Class '14
ports are still in the process of
35 6th Ave., Pittsburgh, Penn~
compilation.
The names of those students who
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SECOND SEMESTER
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FREE- TABLE RUNNER TO BE GIVEN AWAY
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lou buy Chesterfield cigarettes every day.
You may buy them one place today and
another place tomorrow — or you may buy
them the same place every day.
It is estimated that there are this day
769,340 places in this country where Chesterfields are on sale all the time.
To make Chesterfield Cigarettes
we get the best tobacco and the
best materials that money can buy.
We make them just as good as
cigarettes can be made.
We pack them and wrap them
so that they reach you just as if
you came by the factory door.
You can buy Chesterfields in
769,340 places in the United States
and in 80 foreign countries.
"A package of
Chesterfields please9

Chestemeld

the cigarette thats MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

© 1934, UOGITT fit MYSHS TOBACCO CO.
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